Just Like You, We’re
Specialists in Travel

Making a
World of
Difference

‘a revelation’

Elman Wall


The Travel Accountants
Most Accountants
Don’t Understand the
Travel Industry.
We certainly didn’t many years ago. Our
expertise took years to build. Just like yours.
Why is it important that we understand your
industry?
Your travel business was born of a passion.
Getting it to where it is today has required
huge effort and energy. And you probably
have further to go. What’s more, the Travel
Industry is unlike any other. It’s not enough to
make a profit.
You must contend with specialist legislation
and specialist regulatory bodies. Your
business is forever in the spotlight, whether
from industry regulators, trade associations,
banks, bond obligors or consumer
watchdogs.

‘We really value
Elman Wall’s specialist
Travel Industry expertise.
Their team is extremely
knowledgeable…the
partners are always available
for us’
Mark Bannister,
FD, Trailfinders.

Going Beyond the Numbers
Why Choose Us?
We appreciate you have a choice.
Accounting excellence? Professional
team? Technical competence? Wealth of
experience? You expect all of these. As you
should. Expertise matters. Numbers count.

The Elman Wall Ethos
Our ethos is to go beyond the numbers.
As an independent boutique practice, built
largely on personal recommendation, our
philosophy is simple – you, our client, are
the centre of our world.

It is our mission to exceed expectations
by delivering a truly ‘irresistible’ service
to entrepreneurial travel businesses, their
owners and shareholders.

Our Commitments to You
We undertake to deliver:
• Full access to our Directors
• A tailor‑made, not a ‘text book’, approach
• Proactive advice – not ‘tickbox’
accounting

• Always to have your best interests at heart
– a true ally
• Dedicated Account Management – familiar
with you and/or your organisation
• An integrated approach – across Accounts
& Audit, Tax, Wealth Management and
Business Advisory Teams, as appropriate

• No ‘surprise’ bills – pre‑agreed,
fair and transparent fees with no
worries about a ‘running clock’
• No ‘Accountese’ – we
speak to you in plain English

• The EU Package Holiday Directive
• Principal v Agency Status
• ABTA, CAA & IATA regulations
• TOMS VAT
• Research & Development Tax Relief
• Credit Card Merchant Services

For owner managed businesses, this is
what has made us the UK’s Leading
Independent Firm of Travel Accountants
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‘exemplary
service’

• An ‘open door’ policy – you’re always
welcome to drop in or call us for a chat

Quite simply, with travel, there is more to
know and, crucially, more to get right…
or wrong. Just try asking a non‑specialist
Accountant how much they know about:

We have made it our business to understand
your industry with one thing in mind… so we
can add real value to your business.

‘excellent
advice’

• Dedication to delivering tangible benefits
to you and/or your organisation

Expertise Matters

That’s why you need specialist help. Your
business deserves to be in the hands of
experts as passionate about your industry
and your success as you are.

‘invaluable
knowledge’

‘totally
reliable’

‘pro‑active,
fast’

The best vision is insight

When you need
someone who
knows the ropes

‘forward
thinking’

‘very nice
people’
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‘it is refreshing to find an
Audit team that has such
a good understanding of
our industry’

Elman Wall


Noel Josephides,
Chairman Sunvil
Holiday Group & ABTA

Your Travel A‑Team
Why Are We Called the
A‑Team?
We used to call ourselves the Audit Team.
But our clients tell us this doesn’t do us
justice.
Audit and Accounts work, delivered to the
highest technical and professional standard
is what you naturally expect from us.
But we recognise how important access,
advice, approachability and, above all,
adding value are to you. In fact, all the ‘A’s…
beyond simple accounting. Our name is
designed to reflect this.

Auditing & Accounting
Why Have An Audit?
As a company director, you must maintain
accounting records that show a ‘true & fair’
view of the company’s financial position.
Company Law requires you to submit
audited accounts each year, unless your
company satisfies the small company
criteria. Even when not required under the
Companies Act, many businesses choose to
have an Audit. Why?
An Audit is an independent test and
evaluation of your systems and controls,
designed to identify weaknesses, check the
directors’ understanding of performance
and to provide credibility to third party
stakeholders such as banks, external
investors and, of course, industry regulators
such as ABTA, IATA and CAA.

‘We changed our
auditors as our previous
ones did not have travel
industry experience. It
was the best thing we
could have done.’

What’s So Special About An
A‑Team Audit?
For us, a Travel Industry Audit is not a
commoditised tick‑box exercise. We go
beyond Company Law requirements
because you, as a director of a travel
business, have to as well.
Knowing what to look for, how to meet your
regulatory obligations and how to report
these requires specialist expertise.

Marilyn Roberts, CEO,
Jetline Holidays

Helping you drive your
business forward

This encompasses:
•	Regulatory reporting requirements for
CAA, ABTA, IPP and more
•	Distinguishing Licensable and
Non‑Licensable turnover, Principal and
Agency and how these affect your
bonding costs

Adding Value

A Close Collaboration

•	CAA’s Free Assets and ABTA working
capital requirements

For us, an Audit is not just about the past
and reporting of historical figures.
To add value to you, we use it as the
opportunity to review your present
performance and proactively prepare for the
future. We can support you in the following
key areas:

We believe that close collaboration is key
to success. As a boutique, client‑focused
firm, we collaborate with our clients,
in‑house experts and, whenever we believe
it would provide additional benefit, external
consultants. In advance of commencing
an Audit, the A‑Team liaises with our
in‑house Tax Team and Wealth Management
division to ensure as many opportunities
are identified as possible. The intention is
always to seek to minimise tax liabilities,
and optimise directors’ and shareholders’
position, whilst never losing sight of your
regulators’ requirements.

•	IATA’s financial criteria and audit
requirements – all IATA agents must
provide audited accounts
• Specialist knowledge of VAT under TOMS
•	Detailed knowledge of various reservation
systems and how these can be linked to
your accounting software
• Industry benchmarking expertise
• Identifying exposure to risk areas
You can relax safe in the knowledge that we
have made it our business to understand
your business.

A Painless & Professional
Process
Your dedicated Audit Manager works closely
with you to ensure your Audit is an efficient
and unobtrusive process. Meetings focus on
performance and proactive planning.

•	Regulation – expert knowledge of your
regulatory responsibilities and managing
statutory reports
•	Analysis – highlight trends, industry
benchmarking
•	Operations – review your management
accounts, working capital and cash
management
•	Custodial – improving internal controls,
identifying risk areas
•	Strategy – driving change, shaping the
financial model
We understand the Travel Industry. Our
focus is on suggesting improvements
designed to reduce shareholder risk and
improve your profitability. Our clients tell us
this is invaluable for them.

And when it comes to selling your business,
acquiring a business or growth challenges,
we collaborate closely with our in‑house,
specialist arm, Summit Advisory, to deliver
the assistance you require.
Over the years, we have developed a pool
of expertise from lawyers to consultants and
other professionals. Our clients can use us a
hub to gain access to this pool of expertise.

An Invaluable Relationship
We commit to deliver accounting excellence
in a friendly, professional manner but the
A‑Team mission is for you to view us as

‘I couldn’t imagine
using another
accountant; Elman Wall
has all the skills we
need under one roof.’
Simon Weeks,
Finance Director,
Cruise & Maritime

‘I like the way that you
can ring them up for
a chat, just to ask a
question or talk over
an idea.’
Richard Rice, MD,
Ski Safari

‘Elman Wall is an
integral part of the
management of my
business.’
Jeremy Scott, MD,
Baway

An Asset not an Overhead
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‘Never has taxation
been so much fun!
Elman Wall’s Tax Team
has been a revelation.’

Elman Wall

	
Your Tax Team –
Minimising Tax for
Your Business
Business Tax Affairs
Why pay more tax than you have to?
The last thing you want when you are
creating good profits in your business is to
pay unnecessary tax. The good news is you
shouldn’t have to. Our Travel Tax Team has
an excellent, proven track record of saving
travel businesses tax whilst, at the same
time, reducing exposure to and protecting
them from HMRC.

Understanding Tax
within Travel
This is where Travel Industry expertise
is vital. We maximise tax planning
opportunities for your business around your
licence and bond requirements. And work
closely with our A‑Team to minimise your
TOMS liabilities, as appropriate.

Graeme Mitchell, MD,
Brightwater Holidays

Tax shouldn’t be a
handicap to you or
your business

Rewarding You &
Your Team
You and your team work hard to produce
profits. Our mission is to identify how to
maximise the money and benefits owners,
directors, shareholders and staff enjoy as a
result. You may even be able to incentivise
your staff and save your travel business tax,
with no additional outlay.

Employee Share Schemes
These can encourage loyalty and can help
you retain valued staff. They act as an
incentive or reward and may also help
you attract the right staff. We are happy
to discuss the benefits, how to avoid
potential pitfalls and choose the right
scheme for your business.

Planning Ahead for Profits

Research &
Development Relief

Forward planning is key to minimising your
tax bills. So we want to understand how
your current performance looks and what
your long term goals are. The wealth of
proven tax planning experience we expertly
employ and continually update ensures
your business benefits from all the latest
available allowances and the best possible
tax planning.

Many tour operators and travel agents
are missing out on a hugely valuable tax
relief, simply through lack of awareness.
The Tax Team understands the importance
of investment in online and back‑office IT
systems for many travel businesses and has
a proven track record in securing significant
tax savings for your investment in bespoke
IT projects.

‘We always wondered
whether we were
receiving the best tax
advice: we now know
we are.’

Minimising Tax for You
Your Personal Tax Affairs
No one wants to pay more tax than
they have to.
If nothing in life is certain but death
and taxes, you deserve the certainty of
knowing that:
• You are not overpaying tax
• When and how much tax you need to pay
•	Your tax return obligations are efficiently
and professionally dealt with
•	You are not at risk of HMRC investigation
or penalty costs
Cutting through the complexity of ever
changing tax legislation requires expertise.
Our proven expertise counts and frequently
delivers dramatic results.

Personal Tax & the
Travel Industry
For any business owner, it’s important that
personal and business tax planning dovetail.
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Short term personal gain should never,
unknowingly, be at the expense of the long
term business health.
Within the context of the Travel Industry,
a fully integrated approach is even more
essential. Your industry regulator and
stakeholder requirements cannot be ignored
when it comes to extracting profits from your
business or even purchasing an office. We
ensure that our personal tax planning advice
never jeopardises your business continuity
or long term strategy.
Specialist knowledge and understanding
of the Travel Industry is equally important
when it comes to acquiring or selling your
business to another travel company.

Your Best Interests
As a personal tax client, you can trust that
we always have your best interests at heart.
As a travel business owner or director, you
have the confidence of knowing that we
have specialist knowledge and expertise.

Neil Fraser, Director,
Blue Cube

‘Elman Wall understands our
business and have identified
tax savings from prior years,
as well as helping to minimise
out current year exposure
by careful consideration of
relevant factors. They provide
great business support to us’
Caroline Fox, Director,
Twin Training International

‘The tax advice we have
received has been very
thorough and pro‑active,
and overall we find them
a great partner to be
working with’
Tony Lock, Joint MD,
Ramblers Holidays

You, as well as your travel business, deserve
to be in expert hands.
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‘Great to get Deborah
& Jonathan on my team
to help me manoeuvre
through the MBO
minefield’
Craig Burton, MD,
Ski Solutions

All exits need a plan…

Business Advisory
From Passion to Profit
to Exit
Why did you start your travel business?
What was your vision then, what is
it today?
Many travel businesses are founded on
passion: for a place, a people or an activity.
To survive and thrive, you need to deliver
profitable growth and meet any regulator
and stakeholder requirements. Growth can
present its own challenges.
What’s your long term vision? If you aspire
to achieve a successful business sale or
expand by acquisition, do you know how
best to achieve this?

Grow, Sell or Acquire
Summit Advisory* is our specialist Business
Advisory arm, dedicated to supporting travel
business owners grow, sell or acquire other
travel companies. We understand what it’s
like to fight for and win success in the Travel
Industry, the dangers along the way and what
best practice looks like. Our network of Travel
Industry contacts is second to none.

Strategy for Success
Failing to plan is planning to fail. How well
defined is your strategy? How long is it
since you reviewed your key goals? We can
facilitate Strategy Planning Days or assist you
in a formal Strategic Review. Alternatively, you
may simply want us to act as a ‘sounding
board’ and provide fresh insights.

Positive Execution
A brilliant Strategy without successful execution
is meaningless. You may know what to do
but not always how to do it. And if your
organisation and team are not fully aligned,
engaged and skilled, your success is at risk.
*Summit Advisory Ltd

What’s Stopping You?
We are familiar with the challenges travel
businesses face. Whatever your frustrations
or barriers, we provide invaluable information
and support. All good business leaders
recognise the wisdom of reaching out for
independent advice and relevant expertise
from time to time.

Improving Profits &
Performance ‑
How We Help
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Sam Clark, MD,
Experience Travel
Group

You talk. We listen. We then assess how
best to support you. Each intervention is
bespoke. We have a range of approaches
and tools at our disposal from Coaching,
Consultancy and Training support to
Mentoring and Masterclasses. We access
in‑house accountancy skills and our pool of
proven Travel Industry experts as necessary.

Growth by Acquisition
Acquiring a competitor or complementary
business can fast track your own business
expansion. The right acquisition brings a
range of benefits, for example, valuable
access to more customers, distribution,
expertise, resources, products and profits.
Researching and successfully securing
the right businesses to buy requires time,
expertise and resources you may not readily
possess. Outsourcing to objective experts
with the right knowledge and industry
contacts often makes more sense.

What’s Your End Game?
Retire? Keep working? Pass the business
onto your children? Sell to your
competitor? Or a major
travel PLC? There are
good and bad ways
‘When you’re talking about
to exit a business.
your child, your creation,
A planned exit is
you want the best advisors
always better than
a forced one.
who understand your

mindset and the technical,
accounting side combined’

020 7600 5772
www.summitadvisory.co.uk

‘The coaching is
inspiring and energising.
Nothing is theory – it’s all
action!’

Business Sale
If your ambition is to sell your travel
business, do you know how a potential
buyer will value it, let alone hear of you? The
Summit Advisory team believes that selling
a travel business is more about marketing
than accounting. Strong numbers count but
they alone do not illuminate what is special
and unique about your travel business
or portray its future potential. As industry
experts we are best placed to identify
strategic strengths and hidden assets in
your business invisible in your Accounts.
And to identify synergies for potential buyers
on our extensive database.

Achieving a Premium Price
The earlier we get to know you and your
business, the better we can advise you on
how to build its value. There are a number

of key value drivers which can substantially
influence price. Crucially, we also highlight
potential deal breakers which can derail a sale.
As critical is skilled targeting of relevant
buyers. We do not favour a ‘shotgun’
approach but seek to match you with
the right potential buyers based on our
contacts, industry knowledge and intuition.
Chemistry counts. Competitive tension
is also key to achieving a premium price
which is our goal.

Expert Travel Team
Summit Advisory works closely with the
in‑house A‑Team, Tax Team and Wealth
Management Teams, as required, to
maximise value for you from business
growth, sale or acquisition initiatives.

‘When it comes to
acquisitions, Deborah &
Jonathan’s experience
is invaluable. I couldn’t
believe how many
contacts they have!’
Rob Hill, CEO, The
Eventa Group

‘Summit Advisory’s
business coaching has
been a key factor to a
growth of 50% in sales on
last year… we are already
reaping the rewards!’
James Jayasundera,
MD, Ampersand Travel

Your Travel Business Matters

Alex Matsukis, Director,
Ionian Island Holidays
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The climb
should be
worth it…

Elman Wall


Looking After You
What Do You Want
From Life?
Your passions and personal lifestyle goals
are individual to you.
In business, clear goals, a well defined
strategy and action plan are essential to
success, supported by robust cashflow.
These apply equally to life.
In our experience, it’s all too easy for busy
people to get so tied up in the day to day
running of their professional lives that they
neglect their own personal finances. They
rely on selling their business interests for a
fortune one day or continual dividends to
fund future lifestyle plans. But all too often,
their plans for financial security have never
been properly costed and are built on hope
not strategy.

‘Adrian & his team are
the elixir of financial
advice. Their unbiased
approach is better than
any therapy’
Amin Momen, MD,
Momentum Ski

Financial Planning &
Investment Management
Our in‑house Financial Planning &
Investment Management arm, operated by
Cavendish Ware*, prioritises your personal
financial welfare. Quite simply, we ensure
your finances are aligned to your goals
and that your assets, whether savings,
investments or pensions, are managed to
achieve these goals.

Planning Your Success
Your bespoke Personal Financial Plan acts
as your blueprint for success, reflecting
what’s important to you, your responsibilities,
current assets, timescales and appetite
for risk.

In‑House Investment
Management
Our highly experienced Investment
Team proactively monitors and manages
your portfolio in accordance with your
agreed Plan.
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Peace of Mind For You
Knowing you have a clear, well‑designed
and managed Plan, constructed by experts,
who are always on hand, provides peace
of mind – allowing you to lead your life with
confidence in your financial future.

Your Business
Work Place Pensions
Legislation requires that your business Auto
Enrols your staff into a Work Place Pension.
We guide you through all the steps to ensure
full compliance.
Shareholder Protection Insurance
Could your business end up in the wrong
hands? If a key shareholder dies, could
your business find the funds to buy out their
heirs or even pay your spouse if anything
happens to you?
Key Person Assurance
Could your business cope with the
sudden loss of a key team member?
Key Person Assurance is designed for
such an eventuality.
Planning for the unexpected is not always
possible but protection cover exists for
obvious areas of risk to your business.
We are ready to advise you.
Complimentary Consultation
Call us to arrange your no‑obligation, initial
consultation.
Talk to us so we can help you…

Sleep Better at Night
*operated by our sister firm, Cavendish Ware Ltd, a
company fully authorised and regulated by the FCA.

Your FAQs
I am loyal to my local
accountants and have used
them for years. Why should I
change them?
In the words of two of our clients:
‘Having been an Arthur Anderson
auditor myself, I was drawn to
Elman Wall as Travel Industry
specialist accountants and I could
see that we would benefit from
a value added service....Most
accountants and even Tax men
don’t understand the EU Package
Holiday Directive or TOMS. These
are crucial to our business. And it
all comes down to trust and ethos
too.’
Dimitri Patrikios, MD, Ionian
& Aegean Island Holidays
‘Since our move to Elman Wall we
have found they know our market
better… We would recommend
them to other travel companies
and I am happy to endorse their
services’ Tim Johnson, MD,
Club Europe
Many travel companies grow
quicker than the advisors they
start with. We would urge you
to come and meet us and are
confident that, as travel experts,
we will make a real difference to
your business. Loyalty may be
well‑meaning but misguided and
even dangerous – we can give you
examples!
I am worried about how I
actually go about changing
auditors. How hard is this to do
practically?
Very simple and straight forward.
Simply advise your current
auditors and leave the rest up to
us. We will correspond with your
previous auditors and obtain all the
necessary information we need
according to standard accountancy
industry practice. You don’t need
to worry about any embarrassment
or handle this yourselves.
As specialist Travel
Accountants, are you more
expensive than a non ‑
specialist accountant?
Not necessarily. We believe that
we charge fairly and competitively
for the high quality work we
perform and the service we give.
And as travel specialists, with a
fully integrated tax division, we
frequently identify money saving
opportunities for our clients. Many
of our clients consider us an asset
and not an overhead. Why not give
us the opportunity to make you
a no obligation, proposal for your
consideration? We offer fixed fees
for our Audit Service and upfront
transparent quotes for other
services. Our clients never receive

‘surprise’ bills! We believe that you
get a whole lot more from us, as
travel specialists, for similar fees
charged by non‑travel specialists.
How long will I be tied in for if I
move my annual audit to you?
What fee increases might I
expect annually?
Technically you can disengage us
at any time, so you are not tied
in at all. However, we rarely lose
clients. So long as the work we do
for you doesn’t change, or your
business structure doesn’t alter,
fee increases will be modest and
reasonable.
Do I have to use all your
services or can I pick and mix
as I choose?
We can be as flexible as you
like. You can consult our highly
praised Tax Team on a business or
personal level, with or without an
Audit service, use us as Business
Consultants for one‑off projects
or become a Personal Client with
our Financial Planning division. The
choice is yours.
Some of our board members
think that we should go with a
big name firm not a boutique
firm. How do you respond to
that?
Elman Wall’s founding directors
left big name firms to run a
specialist boutique firm offering
a more personal, client focused
approach. This remains our ethos
today. We are committed to
combining excellent service and
professionalism with specialist
Travel Industry expertise, second
to none. And our clients tell us
that they appreciate the easy
and regular access they enjoy to
our Directors. PLCs may need
and prefer the kudos of working
with big name firms. But why pay
‘big boy’ fees if you really don’t
have to? Elman Wall is a highly
regarded firm of specialist Travel
Accountants. We won National
Independent Firm of the Year in
2011 and 2013 and Best Employer
in 2013 at the British Accountancy
Awards. Our clients are charged
fairly and treated with the respect
they deserve.
Does it matter where we are
based?
No. We are happy to come and
talk to you wherever you are
located.
Although many of our clients are
based within or just outside the
M25, we have others located all
over the UK and, indeed, some
which are run from foreign shores.

I am a specialist travel
organiser. What experience do
you have of special sectors?
We act for a truly diverse range
of travel organisers across many
market sectors. Our expertise
covers major and specialist tour
operators, large retail agencies,
travel management companies,
event organisers and more. Our
clients include leading cruise
retailers, destination specialist
operators, coach, school, sailing,
ski and golf specialists, to name
but a few. And as a Travel Industry
Partner of ABTA, AITO, ABTOF,
ABTOI, BETA, LATA and ETOA,
with close links to GTMC and retail
groups like ADVANTAGE, we make
it out business, whatever sector
you operate in.
How do I know that you do as
you say and deliver a really
good service?
Most of our clients have come
to us through word of mouth
recommendation and we have
worked very hard to build up the
excellent reputation which we
enjoy in the Travel Industry today.
You can rest assured that we will
do everything in our power to
ensure that you are delighted with
our service and we want you to
become one of our industry fans!
If you still have doubts, read what
some of our clients have to say
about us.
As London Accountants, are
you more expensive than a
regional accountant?
No. We believe that we charge
fairly and competitively for the
high quality work we perform
and the service we give. We offer
fixed all‑inclusive annual fees for
our Audit Service, paid monthly,
and upfront transparent quotes
for other services. You will never
receive a ‘surprise’ bill from us!
All our clients receive unlimited
telephone and email support and
we are always happy to act as a
sounding board for you or your
business. Should any issue require
the undertaking of specific extra
work, advice or specialist Support
Service, we will tell you in advance
and agree costs.

Will there be continuity in the
relationship I have with the
people handling my company’s
affairs?
Yes. The better we know you and
your business, the more we can
help. All of our directors are fully
accessible to you for advisory
matters. And we fully appreciate
the importance of continuity in day
to day relationships for you at all
levels. Your company’s Audit will
be assigned to one of our Senior
Auditors and they will personally
liaise and coordinate the Audit
with you and your team annually.
We try to send the same Audit
team members into your offices
each year to build up friendly and
professional relationships with
you and your staff. Our Tax and
Financial Planning Teams take
the same highly personalised
approach. You will always know
who is looking after you and your
business and can rest assured that
they are fully up to speed on all
your issues at all times.
How do I know that my
business affairs will remain
confidential?
As a member of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales, Elman Wall
is bound by the strictest rules of
client confidentiality. You can rest
assured that neither you nor your
business would ever be discussed
with any third party. If we breached
your confidence and trust, we
would have at least as much to
lose as you, so we are highly
mindful of this.
Will you charge me each time
I have a question I need to call
you about?
No. All of our clients receive
unlimited and free telephone and
email support. We want you to call
us and wouldn’t dream of charging
you for that call. We are always
happy to act as a sounding board
for you and your business and
we know that many of our clients
appreciate this. If your business
issue requires the undertaking
of specific extra work or detailed
advice, we will tell you in advance
and agree costs.

Moreover, we frequently identify
money saving opportunities for
both our business and personal
clients.
Why not give us
the opportunity to
provide you with
a no obligation,
proposal for your
consideration?

Specialists
are our
speciality
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& we’ve always got
the paddle…

Fax: 020 7600 5800
Email: travel@elmanwall.co.uk
Postal Address
Becket House,
36 Old Jewry,
London EC2R 8DD
Elman Wall is a trading name of Elman Wall Limited
Registered in England & Wales no: 3261197
Registered office address as above
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